THE LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY STRATEGIC PLAN
THE LMHA VISION:
LMHA will be a key community leader and advocate in leveraging the impact of quality, affordable housing in alleviating poverty and racial
inequality particularly for extremely low‐income households, achieving a high quality of life for residents, and investing in housing as an economic
stimulus for sustainable community building and prosperity.

THE LMHA MISSION:
LMHA will set a standard of operational excellence in providing quality, affordable housing opportunities for residents to achieve self‐sufficiency
and an enhanced quality of life, and collaborating with community partners to build strong, viable neighborhoods.

THE LMHA STRATEGIC GOALS:
Strategic Goal: Portfolio Redevelopment and Repositioning
LMHA will continue its successful initiatives to completely redevelop, replace, and modernize its entire portfolio of residential developments as
well as furthering options to better serve low‐income and homeless residents through creatively increasing voucher units and utilization, non‐
traditional affordable housing, and market rate housing. Key considerations in these new initiatives will be providing for mixed‐income
communities, furthering housing choice, investing in and engaging stakeholders in neighborhood community building, striving for investment
without displacement, providing for broadband connectivity and furthering racial equity. LMHA will be a leader in sustainability and green practices
utilized in new and modernized developments, as well as in agency operations. High standards of asset management and maintenance will ensure
that properties continue to be the highest quality of housing in their neighborhoods.
Strategic Goal: Human Resources Management/Capacity Building
LMHA will promote its commitment to equal employment and affirmative recruitment (racial equity, diversity, and inclusion), open
communication, succession planning and quality enterprise‐wide customer service. LMHA will apply best practices in recruitment, training and
retention, professional development, recognition, and rewards in being an inclusive, progressive employer of choice. This goal will be accomplished
through utilizing the Human Resources Department as a centralized function with input from other departments and feedback from an employee
satisfaction survey.
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Strategic Goal: Self‐Sufficiency and Independent Living Outcomes
LMHA will ensure that all residents are linked to the critical support services including digital literacy and broadband connectivity that will provide
opportunities for self‐sufficiency for families and/or independent living for the elderly and persons with disabilities. LMHA will partner with public
and private entities in workforce development to provide job training and placement opportunities that prepare residents not just for today’s
living wage jobs, but for the jobs of the tomorrow, the future of work. It will be the expectation that residents that are capable of transitioning
into the workforce and out of assisted housing will participate in self‐sufficiency initiatives and will transition into market rate rental housing or
homeownership. Independent living programs and services participation will continue to be expanded for all elderly and/or persons with
disabilities.
Strategic Goal: Community and Regional Engagement
LMHA will ensure that the agency is a leader in engaging key community and regional stakeholders in building and implementing a shared vision,
mission, goals, and values related to affordable housing, community building and neighborhoods without barriers. A special emphasis will be
placed on continuing to strengthen relations and interactions with metro government, economic development/business interests, racial equity
advocates, fair housing interests, support services providers, and affordable housing/homeless assistance providers.
Strategic Goal: Marketing and Image‐Building
LMHA will expand the marketing, promotion and communication of its image, mission, and products to the general public, its business partners
and its housing clients. The agency will bring clarity and transparency in proactively defining the many public values that are furthered by providing
affordable housing in the Louisville – Jefferson County Metro Area. LMHA will be recognized as a strong leader and advocate in the community
and region for affordable housing and community building.
Strategic Goal: Technology/Software Systems Upgrades and Utilization
LMHA will provide for new and/or upgraded information technology systems and software for all departments. All employees will be trained on
the upgraded technology and software systems and will be expected to fully utilize such systems in improving agency productivity, networking
interaction with customers, and reducing the dependency on paper documents. All systems should be highly integrated to the extent possible.
High standards will be set for data security, data integrity and data redundancy.
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Strategic Goal: Customer Satisfaction/Customer Service
LMHA will set high standards for excellence in resident satisfaction and quality of life that will be measured through a biennial Customer
Satisfaction Survey process. Satisfaction is being evaluated for factors that include customer service, maintenance quality, safety/security,
residence quality, social interaction, and support services. Satisfaction ratings and trending are analyzed and factored into decisions regarding
portfolio investments, community partnerships/interaction, support services linkages, as well las employee evaluations and staffing needs.
Strategic Goal: Board Leadership Development
LMHA will be governed by a Board of Commissioners that is fully prepared to meet its critical roles and responsibilities as strategic leaders and
advocates in achieving the vision, mission, strategic goals, and values of the agency. Strategic planning will provide one of the key leadership tools
that can be utilized to collaboratively focus with the staff leadership team on strategic thinking‐based decision‐making, policy‐setting, performance
metrics setting, resident communications and community engagement. Training and professional development opportunities and leadership tools
will be provided to advance these leadership roles. Strategies and tools for Board succession planning will be formulated.
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